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Abstract: We propose some new concepts of "simpleness" and "robustness"
in order to compare different allocation mechanisms and, by extension,
different economic institutions. Our notion of "robustness" involves
relaxing the usual presumption of mechanism design that the environment,
i.e., the agents' information and preference structures, is common
knowledge between the planner herself and the agents. An auction is said
to be robust over a class of environments if any other allocation
mechanism yielding a higher expected price in all these environments is
able to mimic it. We identify classes of environments over which the
currently used auctions are robust.
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1. Introduction
Auctions are economic institutions whose existence dates
back to antiquity and that are widely used nowadays to allocate
various kinds of goods: from antiques, old books, old coins to real
estate, from cattle to oil lease, from securities to tobacco (see
Cassady). There are many kinds of auctions; the most common, those we
will call "standard", are
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i) the open ascending-bid auction: starting at a very low
price, the auctioneer lets it increase until all bidders but one, the
winner, drop out;
ii) the first-price sealed-bid auction: only one sealed bid
is submitted by each agent, the agent announcing the highest bid wins
and pays the amount he bids;
iii) the second-price sealed-bid auction: each agent submits
only one bid, the highest bidder wins but pays an amount equal to the
second highest bid.
It is not fully understood why, in some contexts, one of
these auctions does or should prevail over the others and over a
plethora of alternative allocation mechanisms. A well-known result,
the revenue-equivalence theorem (Vickrey (1961)), says that, if
1

Another important type of auction is the Dutch auction. In this
auction, the auctioneer starts with a very high price and decreases
it until a bidder stops her and claims the object for that price.
Such a procedure is used, for instance, in Holland for selling tulips
or in Canada for selling tobacco (see Cassidy). The Dutch auction is
(strategically) equivalent to the first-price sealed-bid auction (see
Milgrom and Weber, p. 1091): in both auctions, the bidders will try
to shade their private valuation the same way. This is the reason why
we don't study the Dutch auction explicitly here.
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private signals are independently identically distributed, if bidders
are risk-neutral and have the same valuation function, then all three
standard auctions yield the same expected selling price, so a riskneutral auctioneer should be indifferent among them. However, when
private signals are affiliated (roughly speaking,

positively

correlated) and bidders are risk-neutral, Milgrom and Weber (1982)
showed that the open ascending-bid (English) auction gives more
income on average to the seller than the other standard auctions.
When bidders are risk-averse and private signals are independent, the
first-price sealed-bid auction gives a higher expected income than
the second-price sealed-bid auction (Riley and Samuelson (1981)). But
under these circumstances, as under the previous independence and
risk-neutrality assumptions, the theory of optimal auctions proposes
other more lucrative allocation mechanisms to which strong auctioneers should commit (Harris and Raviv (1981), Myerson (1981), Riley
and Samuelson (1981), Maskin and Riley (1984)). Although these
optimal mechanisms often amend sharply the original standard auctions, most auctioneers still prefer to use a standard auction. Why?
In this essay, we propose an explanation based on some
notions of sim p leness and robustness. This follows a path opened previously by Milgrom (1985), who asserted that auctions might be used
because they are efficient, relatively simple
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2

and robust 3 institu-

In the context of bargaining, Samuelson (1984) also made an
explicit allusion to simpleness. He called simple any bargaining
procedure based on offers and counter-offers (i.e. haggling). He
proved that no simple bargaining procedure can implement an optimal
allocation mechanism for which the probability that the good is
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tions, the last adjective meaning that they remain desirable within a
large range of circumstances. Milgrom supported his claims by showing
that, with no uncertainty about the agents' characteristics, auction
outcomes coincide with core allocation and a "weak" seller (one with
little bargaining power), or an agent with the possibility of resale,
"almost prefers" to offer to sell by auction regardless of other
available options. The robustness of auctions needs to be argued
further, however, in the important case where some of the agents'
features are privately known.
Our approach should also complement the traditional
4
mechanism design one , which has been criticized by Milgrom and
Roberts (1986) for beeing overly tied to particular features of given
environments (specific utility functions, special probability distributions).
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transferred from seller to buyer is a doubled-stepped function.
3 Also similar in spirit to, but stronger than, the robustness
criterion we shall introduce is Wilson's (1985) notion of uniformity.
"Uniformity, he says, is a desideratum of an economic institution
that must function in a wide variety of environments." (p. 1101) He
points out a class of environments in which a double auction is
incentive efficient if the number of buyers and sellers is sufficiently large; then, he concludes: "A double auction is uniformly
incentive efficient over this class" (p. 1114).
4

A previous attempt to enrich mechanism design in this fashion
was made by Hagerty and Rogerson (1985). Their definition of robustness differs sensibly from ours: it is more restrictive although less
ad hoc. They call an allocation mechanism robust if it allows an equi
librium in dominant strategies and is ex post individually rational.
They get a negative result: the robustness requirement narrows the
set of optimal trading mechanisms down to posted-price mechanisms.
5

Unfortunately, most optimal allocation mechanisms, like the
ones proposed by Cremer and Maclean (1985), have this defect of being
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Finally, we hope the present exercise will bring relevant
and precise concepts for the evaluation of economic systems in
general. Words like "simpleness" and "robustness" are often used, but
casually, in this area. Defining simpleness and robustness rigorously, as we shall do, should then be a welcomed contribution. As
Montias (1976) said:
... no serious attempt at system comparison could be made until
a fairly extensive vocabulary had been developed with which one
would be able to describe each system with precision. (p. 3)
In section 2 of this chapter, we will introduce our notation. The third part will be devoted to simpleness, the fourth part
to the environments and the fifth to robustness. Our results, namely
that the first-price sealed-bid, the second-price sealed-bid and the
open ascending-bid auctions are robust, will be stated and proven in
sections 6, 7 and 8 respectively. In the ninth part of the chapter
finally, we will rephrase our notions of simpleness and robustness in
the language of category theory, thereby suggesting some powerful new
mathematical techniques for the comparison of allocative systems.

2. Notation

The problem of allocating some resource among a group of
self-interested agents having relevant private information boils down
to specifying a set of acceptable policies from the agents, and an
too sensitive to particular assumptions about the environment.
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allocation function or distribution rule matching the chosen policies
into a distribution of the resource among the agents. Accordingly,
let R

((Er)n,li1
) denote an (possibly non-determij;af,j)
‘
11. –1 ..., n

nistic) auction game form with n 2 2 bidders.
(zr)n

... a
cf ) where a.
is a symmetric set of policies (a1,...,
'

is player i's bidding policy.

H r : (zr)n
1

[0,1]

is the probability that player i wins;

r +...+ H r
1

(zr)n

1.

is bidder i's (possibly random) re-

quired-payment function if he wins.
a.: (zr)n

is bidder i's (possibly random) re-

quired-payment function if he loses.
Note that, in our setting, a bidder's policy can be a
function of his competitors' bids; hence, strictly speaking, a
bidding policy is not a bid. But a bidding policy is also not exactly
a strategy, because an environment (preferences, types) has not yet
been specified. Strategies will be introduced in section 3.

2.1

Throughoutthispaper,thefunctionskire,jare as1
i'
1

sumed to be symmetric, i.e. invariant under any permutation of their
arguments other than i, and

1.(...cf.1 . .... cf....)
fii(...ai,...,oi...) –
a

i (...a i ..... oi...)

H.(...cf ......

1

..... ,a. . ..)
1
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In order to make our notation less abstract, we shall now

2.2

define the standard auction game forms.
R is a first- p rice sealed-bid auction game form (FP) if
0 Er

E

FP

[M 1 ,M 2 ] ; M > M

-

2

bounded policy space (like E

FP

1

0. One could justify a

) by supposing that, ex ante, the auc-

tioneer has drawn only bidders who had a reputation for being "financially competent", reputation they now want to maintain in this auction. As Cassidy points out:
The more financiall y competent buyers one can assemble, the
livelier will be the bidding and, within reasonable limits, the
higher the price level reached. (Cassady (1967), p. 83)
0

Let W

(il a - max(o

FP
Hi(oi,...,on) -: H i

n

n

)), then H

r

is such that

) - 0 when i E W: only the highest bid

is a winning one.
H

FP
+...+
1

H

FP

E (0,1) :

any expressed bidding policies

determine the auctioneer's decision to keep or sell the object; this
decision is not random. Note that such a specification of FP allows
forareserve P rice:thesurnofth "
*

bids are lower that a desired price a
o
o

2.3

.F
E

may be 0 when all submitted
[M1,M2].

winner pays his bid.
19FiP(al,...ogr)-o.:a
i
a.FP
i

(a
1

a ) - 0 : a loser pays nothing.
n

Now, R is a second-price sealed-bid auction tame form

(SP) if
o

r
E ESP
-:
- [ M1 , M2 ]

0

LetW-(ilo.-max(cy

: M 2 > M I  0.
ar)),therlii.is such that
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r

SP
–: H i (a1,...,an) – 0 when i

H SP
1
n
SP
g i (al,...,an)
H SP + ..+

0

e W.

E (0,1) .

max. . (o.,cr ) , where a

E [0,w) :

a winner

pays the maximum of the second highest bid or a reserve price a .
0

2.4

SP
a. (a

...

1 . n

)

0 .

Finally, let us specify the open ascending-bid auction

game form. There are many possible versions of it, modelling different situations and involving quite different games. The variant we
shall specify is most closely related to one studied by Milgrom and
Weber (1982), in which the price level and the number of active
bidders is assumed to be continuously displayed. This model could
describe some auctions occurring in Japan, where the price is posted
using an electronic display.
In that variant, the price is raised continuously, and a bidder
who wishes to be active at the current price depresses a
button. When he releases the button, he has withdrawn from the
auction. (Milgrom and Weber (1982), p. 1104)
Therefore, we shall say that R is an open ascending-hid
auction name form (A) if
o

The individual bidding policies allowed from the set E A are
[0,w) that have at most n-2 jumps. At

finite step functions b:[0,m)
each "price level" a, b(a)

L-

a means "continue" ("depress the but-

ton") and b(a) < a is interpreted as "stop" ("release the button").
Each n-tuple (b1(•),...,bn(•))
following requirement.

E ( A) n

must, however, fulfill the
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Consistency: Given an interval IM I ,M 2 ), 0 5 M l < M 2 , for each
(b 1 (•),

b (•)) E (EA ) n there must exist a function
n
w:(1,...,n) x [M 1 ,M 2 ) n[0,m),

n
also written w i :[M 1 ,M 2 ] [0,03), and a vector (al,...,an) in
[111.M2]11 such that, when M
b (a) – w (a ,
i
1

al)

I

5 a

n <

< a

l'

when a 5 wi(an,...,a )
n

w (a. ...,a.a ) if w (a ...,a ) < a 5 yan.1 ..... a
n-l' a n )
1 n'
I
1 n
n

w i (a i ,a i ,a 3 ,a4 ,...,a n ) when w i (a 3 ,a 3 ,a 3 ,a4 a ) < a.
n
Eachfunctionw.(-) is non-decreasing and must satisfy
1)

invariance under any permutation of its arguments

other than the ith,
2)
3) w (a a
1 l'

...... a....)
.. a )
' n

w.(...a ..... ,a....),
< a .
a a ... a ) if a
1
n
na 2
2' 2

The consistency assumption comes naturally when one wants
to add more structure to the set of bidding policies allowed in an
open ascending-bid auction game form. It is not very restrictive and
the set EA so constructed is indeed quite big. The first two requirements on w(•) simply say that this function is symmetric; the third
one implies that w(a l .

a ) is determined by its n-I smallest argun

ments only. We shall soon identify the function w(•) and the vector
(a1,...,an) with a valuation function and a vector of signals respectively.
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0

Now let W

(il inf (al b (a) < a) - max inf (al b.(a) < a)),
a
j
a

i.e. W is the set of bidders who quit last, then the probability HA
i
is such that
HA(b (-)
1 "

b (-)) - 0

n

H
O

Also,

if

(b (.)

A
A
+...+ H
1
n

where a

' n

(EA)n or

i e

W;

E (0,1).

ai(b1(.) ..... b n ( . )) - 0;
*
[inf (al bj (a) < a),a ),
a

A

O

. b (-))

1

0 is a reserve price.
By looking at these allocation functions, one can draw an

analogy with the game forms defined in 2.2 and 2.3. In all three of
them, only the highest bid can win and a reserve price is allowed.
But the policy set EA is much larger than E

FP

or E SP and clearly il-

lustrates the distinction we made earlier between bids and policies.
In some sense, the open ascending-bid auction game form contains, can
mimic or simulate the second-price sealed-bid auction game form. This
statement will be made precise in the next section.

3. Simpleness

Let I
S

((Es )n ,(H s
i

;fi

s

X

be the indicator function for a set X. A game form

s
,o i) i-1,...,n ) can mimic (or simulate, replicate) an

auction game form R if there exists an injective function cp from Er
into E

s

such that, for all (c,

on)
1a

ar)n,

11

1-11.-(7 1"

e

i (o l .....

n••,W(an)).
)
H i (V( °1

on)ItHri(ol,...,an)>01
fii(99(a1),...,(gannI(00,0(al),..•,;0(an))>0).

)I r
1 1"... n (H.
(a
o )<1)
1" n

al- (a

asi(V(01),...,((an))ItHsi(99(co

co(a

n

))<lr

almost surely with respect to some probability measure. In section 4,
an environment will be adjoined to the auction game form; then, a
probability measure will be induced on E r by a distribution of types
and a symmetric equilibrium strategy.
According to the last definition, if an auction game form
S can mimic an auction game form R, then S must be more complicated
than R or, equivalently, R must be simpler than S.
We insist here in having an injective function co:

rs

because we want the cardinality of E s not to be lower than the cardinality of E r , in order that the statement "S is more complicated than
R" make sense. This requirement on

co

also nicely tunes the definition

of simpleness, as the following counter-example illustrates.

3.1.1 Counter-example
In order for a first-price sealed-bid auction game form
to simulate a second-price sealed-bid auction game form, there has to
be a function cp:ESP

-.

EFP allowing the payments
FP

beconstantwhilettlepayments13-

0.0(.).W(0 2 )

SP

A (
c,(a n ))

.

n

)

to

take diffe-

rent values. As the proof of the proposition below says, it is not
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possible to find a function w that does so and is injective.

Proposition: The first-price sealed-bid auction game form, where

FP
FP
+...+ H
– 1 cannot mimic the second-price sealed-bid auction
1
P
SP
*
– 1 and
game form where H 1 +...+ H
n

H

PROOF:
Suppose it can.
Note that
SP
FP
H i (cp(Mi),...,cp(M1)) – H i ( 1 ,...,M 1 ) – 1/n
by symmetry. Then, the requirement
P
fi 1 (97(M 1 )

(P(M 1 ))

P
/3 1 ( M 1

M )
1

M

1

implies that co(M 1 ) – Mi.
It must also be true that
FP
H I (V(M2),W(M1)

w(M ))
1

H

SP
(M M
1
2' 1

Therefore,
SP
FP
)9 1 MM2"(M1)'''''C°(M1)) – /3 1 (M2'Ml'''''Ml)
this implies that v(M2 )

Ml

Ml;

w(M1) and contradicts the injectivity
0

of co.

We will now provide an example to show that our definition of simpleness is not vacuous.

3.1.2 Example
An open ascending-bid auction game form can mimic the
second-price sealed-bid auction game form with zero reserve price.
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PROOF:

Let us construct an open ascending-bid auction game form
according to section 2.4. Let's take ESP for the interval [M 1 ,M 2 ] of
the consistency assumption. Clearly, our set of bidding policies EA
allows constant functions. Hence, setting the reserve price a at 0,
we claim that the injective function cp:E SP – EA we are looking for is
simply

b.(•)
1

of
1

w. (o
1

1

o ).
n

Thisfunctioncoassociatestoagivenbidc. in E SP a policy
in EA such that bidder i stops whenever the current price a is
greaterthanc..1f all bidders adopt this policy in (A), it is easy
to see that the bidder with the highest c. wins and pays a price
equal to max.. o., like in the second-price sealed-bid auction game
1

form.

3.2.1

q

The previous definition of mimicking required that the

game form S can replicate exactl y the auction game form R. We shall
also need a weaker definition, not asking for exact replication but
for replication in the limit; it will be given in section 3.2.2. Let
us first introduce a notion of "quasi-injectivity".
r

R. A sequence of functions 9 : E
m
2
l
2
_r
a
,
quasi-injective if, for all sequences o , a E,
m
m m
2
N
co (0 )
for all m
co (a l )
m m
m m
Let E

C

implies that
I

2

0 m - o mf

I

-* 0

r

-. E

s

is
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3.2.2

sss
can
((Es )n ,(H.;0.,o.). )
1 –1,...,n

Now, a game form S

almost mimic an auction game form R if there exists a quasi-injective

sequence of functions
r n

n

E (E )

C R ,

m

from E

r

to E

s

such that, for all (a l ,

a )
n

the sequences
01(40m(a1)....,%(an))

flsi(Wm(61)'''''Wm(cn))1fei(sem(c1)
e.( wm(a1)
converge

in

some

fl.(a ...,a )I r

n

(H.(a

(a ))I

m n

s
(H.(cp (a )
(a ))<1)
Him 1"mn

probability
...,a )>(11}'
n

m (a n ))>0)

measure

to

and a i (o l

n

H (o
... a )
i 1
'

)I r
(H(a

1"

n

)<1)'

respectively.

3.3

One could, on the other hand, strengthen the notion of

simpleness by asking for a function ,:Er

E

s

that is bijective

instead of injective. When such a function exists, we shall say that
the auction game forms R and S are isomorphic.
We shall now turn to environments and games in the next
section.

4. Environments

Let E – (0,F;v,U) denote a symmetric environment, common
knowledge among the bidders, but not the bidders and the auctioneer.
We interpret 0 as the set of individual bidders' possible pri
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vate information signals.
F is a symmetric distribution function on 0
signals (X

1'

...,X )
n

E @,

n

; the bidders'

possibly affiliated, are jointly distrib-

uted according to F.
The function v: (1,...,n) x e n

R , also written

R , gives the bidders' valuation of the resource. In a
symmetric environment, it is required that
v i (...X i ..... X j ...)

vj (...Xj .... ,Xi...),

and that v. be invariant under any permutation of its arguments other
than X..
U is a bidder's Von Neumann-Morgenstern utility function
whose argument is final wealth. The winner's identity, the bidder's
type or some state of nature are not explicit arguments of the utility function.

4.1

The assumption that the environment is common knowledge

to the bidders, but not to the bidders and the auctioneer, clearly
distinguishes our setting from mechanism design and optimal auctions.
It is admittedly objectionable: why would the bidders' information be
so much greater than the auctioneer's? One reason could be that the
auctioneer is an outsider, a boundedly rational individual who does
not understand some idiosyncratic features of the society she is
confronted with or does not communicate very well with the natives.
Another reason could be that the auctioneer was already committed, ex

ante, to an auction game form before he knew precisely the environ-
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ment he was going to face: in a situation where change is important
and unpredictable, the auctioneer may not care too much about some
fine-tuned details of the environment and may prefer a game form that
is sufficiently robust. A notion of robustness will be defined
formally in section 5.

4.2

A pair (R,E), where R is an auction game form and E is an

environment, represents an auction or game with incomplete information. Let us specify its payoffs and strategies.

4.2.1

A pure strategy for bidder i is a (F-measurable) function
o.(E): 0

1

4.2.2

In

an

environment

E,

r

E .

given

bidding

strategies

(ol(E),...,on(E)), a bidder i with private information x

1 has a

utility

PE x (HI(21(E),...,2n(E))UE(vi-fil(21(E),...,2n(E)))
'

i

+ (1-HI(2 1 (E) ..... 2n(E)))UE(-o1(21(E),...,In(E)))]
where P

Ex.

denotes the expectation operator conditional on E and x1.

1

1

4.3
—E

A s ymmetric equilibrium strategy is a strategy

: 0

• r

such that, for every bidder i receiving a private signal

x.,

1

E,x.

1

[HI(2E(X1)...2E(xi)...2E(Xn))UE(vi-OI(2E(X1)...2E(xi),...)) +
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(1 -Hri(clE(X1)...gE(xi)...g_E(Xn)))0 E(-ari(2E(x 1)...aE(xi )...2E(xn) ))]

P E x. [Hri(2E(X1)".2E(w)":2E(Xn"UE(vi-Pi(2E(X1)-1E(14)."))
'

(1-Hri(clE(X1)...2E(w).../E(Xn)))UE(-al(2E(X1)...1E(w)...1E(Xn)))]
for all w E O.
A symmetric equilibrium predicts that two bidders i and

j,

i

j, having the same information or signal will adopt the same

policy. Such an equilibrium concept is usually adopted in auction
theory, when the allocation function and the joint distribution of
types are symmetric.

4.4

Without loss of generality, let the auctioneer's valuation be

0. In this context, given an equilibrium bidding strategy c E ( . ),

the

auctioneer's expected payoff from the auction game (R,E) is equal to
P

E )

i : 1 HI(aE(X1),...,crE(Xn))pl(RE(X1),...,gE(Xn)) +
(1-H1(7E(X1),...,2E(Xn))ari(lE(X1) ,

2E(Xn))

P E ARE(2E(X1)"'"° (Xn)).
We are now ready to focus on the notion of robustness.

5. Robustness

Consider a family

tt

of symmetric environments. An auction

game form R is robust (or admissible) with respect to

It

when the fol-
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lowing statement is true:
If S is an auction game form such that
P

E A S,E

P

E A R,E

for all E E R, then S can mimic R.
That is, when R is robust with respect to R, then any
procedure S that gives at least as much expected income to the auctioneer as R in every environments E of R must be able to simulate,
mimic or replicate R.

5.1

The next theorem says that when two auction game forms S

and R are robust with respect to a family R of environments and always bring the same expected income to the auctioneer, they must be
equivalent in a strong sense. Hence, "average payoff" and "robustness
with respect to R" are exhaustive features of an auction game form.

Theorem: If both auction game forms R and S are robust with respect
to the same family

tt

of environments, and if
PE AR,E – PE AS,E

in all environments E of R, then R and S are isomorphic.
PROOF:
By assumption, we have an injective function cp:E

r

E

s

under

s
r
which S can replicate R, and an injective function 10:E E under
which R can mimic S. Applying the Schroder-Bernstein theorem (see
Halmos (1974), p. 88), we can construct a bijection between E
r
E , under which S and R are isomorphic.

s

and
0
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This theorem exhibits how our present approach using

5.1.1

robustness could refine and complete the traditional classification
of auction game forms through mechanism design. Moreover, one can
infer at this point an interesting relationship between our notion of
robustness and the revelation principle stated by, for instance,
Myerson (1981). Briefly, this principle says that, considering an
arbitrary auction game form S
environment E

s ss
)
((Es ) n ,(H. ;,9. a.).
i-1,...,n

and an

(®,F;v,U), the auction (S,E) brings the same expected

income to the auctioneer as the direct auction (R,E) where
E r – 0,
Hi(xl,...,xn)

H7(oE(x1),..•,oE(xn)),

x )
n

Psi(aE(x1)'—'aE(xn))'

xn)

cli(clE(x1)'•'aE(xn)).

.

i

a(x
CE

:®

-4

E

s

1

being the symmetric equilibrium strategy of the game

(S,E). The following proposition is a restatement of the revelation
principle in the context of robustness.

Corollar y : Consider an auction game form S and a set

ft

that contains

only one environment E. Assume that the symmetric equilibrium of the
auction (S,E) is an injective function
respect to

ft,

E

s
:0 – E . If S is robust with

then (S,E) is a "direct" auction or there exists an

auction game form R, isomorphic to S, such that (R,E) is a direct
auction game.
PROOF:
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If (S,E) is already a direct auction game, there is nothing
to be proved. So let us suppose it is not.
Using the equilibrium strategy o E (•),

construct a direct

auction (R,E) as in the revelation principle stated above. Clearly
then, S can mimic

R

since we assumed that o (•) was injective. But
E

since S is robust and

R

gives the auctioneer as much expected income

as S in E, R must also be able to simulate S.

As in the theorem, we now have an injective function
r

a :0 (m E )

E

E

s

under which S can mimic

cp:E sEr under which
that

R

R

R.

and an injective function

can also simulate S. Therefore, we conclude
0

and S are isomorphic.

Hence, when the family K contains only one environment,
one may look for robust auction game forms among direct auction game
forms. This is a "revelation principle" that is not true, however,
when K has many members; in this context, direct auction game forms
are in a sense subsumed by simple auction game forms.

5.2

We also need to introduce a weak form of robustness, cor-

responding to the previous notion of "almost mimicking". Consider a
family h of symmetric environments. An auction game form R is weakly
robust with respect to K when the following statement is true:

If S is an auction game form such that
P

for all

E E tt,

E

A

S,E

P

E

then S can almost mimic

A

R,E

R.
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Let us now state and prove some results.

6. Robustness of the second-price sealed-bid auction game form

Suppose that a bidder's ex post valuation of an object is
the minimum of some ex ante signal and the second highest ex ante
signal received by her competitors. In this situation, where the two
highest valuations are equal, a second-price sealed-bid auction with
reserve price of 0 extracts all the buyer's surplus for the auctioneer, because a winner must have the highest ex post valuation and pay
a price equal to this valuation.
Consider now an auction game form that does at least as
well as the second-price sealed-bid auction game form. Then, a bidder's expected gain must be non-positive. But if a rational bidder
can always choose a harmless bid, her expected surplus must be nonnegative in equilibrium. Therefore, a bidder's average income is 0.
Moreover, if bidders are not only rational but also strictl y risk
averse, their surplus will be 0 almost surely, whenever they win or
lose. A proof that the considered auction game form can mimic the
second-price sealed-bid auction game form is now at hand, using the
symmetric equililibrium strategy as the desired injective function cp.

Take a family 0 of environments containing an environ-

6.1
ment E

*

(0,F:v ,U) where:
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i) the set of signals 0

fc,d], 0 < c < d,

ii) F is strictly increasing and atomless,
n
iii)thevaluationfunctionv.:(c,d1 [c,dj
-.
defined as

vi0(1.--xd–min(c,max.
.x.)
j#1
j
1

is

for i-1,...,n. That

is, a bidder i gets a piece of information x.; then, his ex post
valuation is the minimum of the signal he got and the best signal his
competitors received.
iv) the utility function U is increasing, strictly
concave and normalized so that U(0) – 0; a wealth of 0 is interpreted
as the "status quo".

Let us now make some assumptions on the game forms we
shall consider.

6.2 Assumptions
a) In any auction game form S, the allocation functions
s
s
Hs
H.,
a. 6. are F-measurable.

1

1

1

b) For every considered auction game form S,

£s

contains

a (non-participation, status quo) bidding policy that gives utility 0
at any instances of the payment functions.
c)In every considered auction game, a symmetric equilibrium strategy is played. The equilibrium played in the SP auction
game is the increasing symmetric equilibrium (See Milgrom (1981)).
Note that a symmetric equilibrium strategy yields an expected utility
not lower that the one attainable through the status quo policy.
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6.3 Theorem: Given assumptions a, b and c, the (SP) auction game
form, where

ES

P

- (c,c1], H

SP
S
+...+ H
1

n

P

- 1 and a

*

- 0, is robust with

respect to R.

PROOF:
Consider an auction game form S such that
PA

E S,E

for all

E E

PA
E SP,E

ft. In particular,
P EE *

AS
,E

* > PE*
E

A

SP,E

*

•

Note that the increasing- symmetric equilibrium strategy
b ( x .)inalegame(SP,E)issuchttlatb(x.)- x. (see Milgrom and
Weber, p. 114-5). Let
game (S,E
n! P *

*

) i_i

a be the symmetric equilibrium strategy in the

). Now, the last inequality can be written
[H(a(X
i
1 ) ..... c(Xn))fi(c(X1),...,c(Xn))
i
+

(1 - Hsi(o(X1),...,c(Xn)))asi(o(X1)
1
(*)

a

c(X ))] I
n

(X >...›X }

n

n! P * vl

by symmetry. We shall take a(-) as the desired injective function cp.
By assumption b, bidder i's utility given his signal xi
must satisfy
C° 5 1)*,x. °4 7- (a(X 1

)

a(Xn))) +

c(Xn))11(v*i-#707(X1)

(1-Hsi(c(X1),...,o(Xn)))1)(-asi(a(X1),...,c(Xn)))]
▪ P

i

),...,o(X))(v*i-fisi(o(X1)
(U(Hs(a(X1
i
n

,

0(Xn))) +

(1-HTWX1),...,c(Xn)))(-asi(c(X1) ,
(H(a()(1)
,i
i
▪ U(P*x

o(Xn))(vi*

-fl i (c(X 1 ) ,

c(Xn)))))

cf(Xn))) +
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(1-Hsi(a(X1),...,a(X )))(-ctsi(a(X1),...,a(Xn)))]
by Jensen's inequality. Hence,
(**)

s

s

fi. + (1-H. )
* [Hi
1 1

P

s

a. j

*
s
P v. H.
*

is required by assumption b (individual rationality).
Suppose that inequality (**) is strict at some i. We then
have
n

P* (H si (a(X 1 ) ..... cf(X n ))fi si ( a(X 1 ) , a(Xn)) +
(1-H1(a(X 1 ),...,a(X n )flo si (a(X 1 )

0(Xn))]

< P ).
H(a(X )
a(X )) v.
* 11 i 1 " n 1
n
s *
n! P ).
H v I
* 1-1 i i (X >...> X )
n
1
< n! P

* v1

I

(X1 >...>Xn).

This contradicts inequality (*). Hence, (**) must hold as an equality for all i;

e.
P* [H si (v i - 6i) + (1-1-17)(-osi)) - 0

for all bidder i. Moreover, if the event
s

s

s

s

0-1.0/.-0.)4-(1.-FX-a.) 0 0)

has positive probability for some i, then
U(0) - U(P * [H si (v*i -p si ) + (1-H7)(-osi)])
> P* U(Hs(v*-/s) + (1-0)(-a!))
i i i
by Jensen's inequality and the strict concavity of U,
eu(v-rs!)-4-(1-H!)11(..,2!).
1
1

*1

11

This contradicts individual rationality; therefore,
s
HS(vx -^S)
1

s

- 0
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almost surely, for all i.
* s
By (***), (v i -,3 i )I (H s >0)

1

1. 0 almost surely, for all i; in

addition,
I s
- I
s
- I
*
(a.>0; H.< 1)
klt.s >0;0<H.<11(01.-0.s
1
1
1 i )>0;11(H.<1)
I

((v.-)>0;
* fl.
0< H.)

almost surely, for all i. If one of these indicator functions has a
positive expectation, then
U(0) - U(P * (H7(v *i - ei )
> P [H! U(v!" - e)
*li

+ (l-H7)(-cisi)J)

+ (1-0)U(-as))
ii

by Jensen's inequality and the strict concavity of U. This contradicts individual rationality; so it must be that
asi(o(x1),...,o(xn))ItHs(0(x1),..•,0(xn))‹ 1) - 0

*f

fisi(c(x1).•..)1)0(c(x1),...)>0) - vioci,..•,xn)Imsi(a(x1),...)>0)
almost surely, for all i.
Suppose that P I ni si(c(xl) ,

a(X n )) > 0; Xl>...>

X

n

at some i > 2, we get

) i_i P * (H1(a(X 1 ) ,,,,, c(X n ))07(o(X 1 ) o(Xn)) +
(1-Hsi(o(X1),...,o(Xn)))asi(o(X1),...,a(Xn))]
- P.
H.(a(X1),...,o(X )) V.
n
* 1-1
n
s *
H. v. I
- n! P
* i-1
i
(X >...> X )

1
*
< n! P
I
* v 1 (X1 >...> Xn).

n

This contradicts inequality (*) ; therefore, one has to admit that

>0
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P H s (c(X )
* i
1 '

a(X ))I

n

- 0

(X >...>x )
1
n

when i – 3 ,..., n. One can argue the same way that
P*

(Pi1(a(X1)

.....

o(Xn))-

+ 02(c(X1),...0,(Xn)))Iix ›...>x )
' 1
n

If X >...›): ) ) - 1
' 1

n

But, suppose that the event (02(o(X1),...,o(%))>O; X i >...>X n ) has a
positive probability; then bidder 2's payment depends directly upon
his revealed information x 2, because
fi s (c(x )
2
1

o(x )) – v (x
n
2 1"

x ) – x2
n

when x i >... > x ; hence, he has an incentive to shade his signal x2;
n
i.e. a is not a symmetric equilibrium strategy, contradicting our
initial assumption. Therefore,
P* H2(a(X1),...,a(Xn))I(x ›...>x )
1
n
so

11 7.(o(xi),...,a(xn))I,
(

1

>...>x )
n

–0,
– 1

almost surely.
The proof will be complete when we show that o:[c,d) – E s is
injective. We shall procede again by contradiction. Take x' < x" so
that c(x . ) – a(x"). Then, when bidder 1 receives signal x', his
utility is
P* x ,

(HT(c(x.),...,a(Xn))U(v*I-fil(o(x'),...,o(Xn)))
(1-H7(a(x'),...,a(Xn)))1)(-a7(o(x'),...,o(%))) -

P* x, [HT(o(x") o(Xn))U(v*I-fisi(o(x") ,
(1-H (o(x")
1
P

*,x'

[e(a(x")

a contradiction.

1

cf(X. ))) +
n

cr(X )))U(-asi(o(x")....,o(X ))) –
n
n
c(Xn))11(vi*(x',...)-vi(x",...))1

< 0,
0
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6.4

This shows that the second-price sealed-bid auction game

form with a reserve price of zero is robust, when the bidders are
strictly (although maybe slightly) risk-averse and there is a strong
common value element in the valuation function. We must admit that
this result is not totally in the spirit of the robustness approach
we outlined in the introduction; it deserves the main criticism we
previously addressed to mechanism design: we still assumed a very
special environment. Combined with counter-example 3.1.1, however,
our theorem implies an interesting proposition.

Corollary: The auction game (FP,E ) gives less expected income to the
auctioneer than the auction game (SP,E

*

).

PROOF:
Suppose the auctioneer gets at least as much expected
income from auction game form (FP) as from auction game form (SP) in
environment E . By theorem 6.3, (FP) must be able to simulate (SP).
But counter-example 3.1.1 already told us this was impossible. Such
contradiction establishes the corollary.

0

This proposition clarifies the common assertion that the
first-price sealed-bid auction game form should be preferred to the
second-price sealed-bid one by a risk-neutral auctioneer facing riskaverse bidders. Riley and Samuelson (1981) proved this to be true
when the bidders' private valuations were independently identically
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distributed. We just showed, however, that this assertion cannot be
made in our common value environment.
Let us now turn to a family of environments where the
bidders have mutually independent valuations and are extremely risk
averse; in this context, we will show that a robustness result holds
for the first-price sealed-bid auction game form.

7. Weak robustness of the first-price sealed-bid auction game form

Imagine an environment where bidders have independent
private valuations and be "infinitely" risk-averse, i.e. indifferent
between being given a lottery ticket or getting the worst outcome of
this lottery with certainty. Then, in a first-price sealed-bid auction, someone bidding her own valuation would play optimally. Therefore, this auction would extract all the surplus for the auctioneer.6
Now, let's operate another auction game form in the previous environment. Clearly, a loser must always pay 0 and a winner's
payment can never exceed her own valuation, by individual rationality. Thus, if this game form is to give at least as much expected

6

This assertion would be wrong without the private value assumption. If the infinitely risk-averse bidders had an unknown common
valuation v(x x ), they would rather submit bids equal to the
1
n
lowest possible v( ), i.e. bidder i would propose
(v(x

x )1 F (x

x ) > 0).
' n
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income to the auctioneer as the first-price sealed-bid auction game
form, it must make the highest valuator pay his personal valuation
and all other bidders pay nothing. Hence, observing that the
symmetric equilibrium strategy in this game form is an injective
function, we conclude that this game form can mimic the first-price
sealed-bid auction game form.
Unfortunately, infinitely risk-averse preferences cannot
be represented by a numerical utility function. But since infinite
risk aversion is a limiting case of extreme risk aversion, our
intuitive result that the first-price sealed-bid auction is robust
supports a weaker formal statement involving "almost mimicking".
Let's now make this formal statement. We put the proof in an appendix
because it involves some delicate and technical work with limits.

7.1

Consider a family R of symmetric environments containing

a sequence of environments E such that:
m

i) All environments E have the same set of signals
m

(c,d),

0

0  c < d, and distribution Fn
F on (c,d)11.
ii)

Signals are independently identically distributed

according to F. The distribution F is atomless and strictly
increasing on (c,d); it has a density f(x) so that f(x)/F(x) > L for
all x in (c,d), where L is an arbitrary positive number. Note that,
for instance, the uniform distribution on (c,d) fulfills this
requirement.
iii) Valuation functions are ith-component projections:
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vi(xi,...,xn) - xi.
iv) Utility functions are normalized so that U(0)
- 0 in all
m
E ; a wealth of 0 is interpreted as the status quo. Each U
m
m

is

a

strictly increasing twice differentiable concave utility function. In
addition, UM(0)

L for all m.

v) The corresponding sequence of coefficients of absolute
risk aversion is increasing (pointwise). Moreover, for all
there exist an m(K) and a 6(K)
6 5 S(K) and m

(4/KL(n-1))

1/4

K

1/L,

such that, for all

m(K),
- U"(w)/U'(w)

K when w E (-6,6).

In other words, in the neighborhood of 0, the utility functions Um
"get rapidly very close" to being of the kinked form illustrated
below. The purpose of the lower bound on 6 will be seen shortly.

Utility

Wealth

Figure 1: Increasingly risk averse utility functions
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7.1.1

When risk aversion is so extreme, bidders playing in a

first-price sealed-bid auction tend to submit bids very close to
their own personal valuations. This is the content of the following
proposition.

Lemma: Let b (•) be the symmetric increasing equilibrium strategy in
m
the game (FP,E m ). Then b m (x) converges to x pointwise on (c,d).
PROOF:
(*)

Clearly, b m (c)

c for every m.

Take x G (c,d] arbitrary but fixed. Denote 7 = f(x)/F(x).
m is
By Riley and Samuelson's proposition 4, the sequence b(x)
increasing. Suppose there is an e > 0, e < 1, so that b

m

(x) < x-c

for all m's. By 7 v), one can find m and 6 so that
U" (w)
U'(w)

 8/-ye

2

for all w E (-6,6).

(n-1)

By (*) and the Mean Value theorem, one can also find y E [c,d] where
E/2 < y - b(y)
< 6 and b'(y) < 1. We shall then get a contradiction.
m
By definition,
b (x)
m

arg max U

m

(x-b) F

n1

(b

-1

(b)).

The first-order necessary condition leads to the following differential equation:
(**)

b'(x)

(n l)

f(x)
F(x)

U (x-b (x))
m
m
U'(x-b m(x))
m
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Using Taylor's theorem, we have
0 – U (0) – Um (y-bm (y)) - (y-bm(y))UM(y-bm(y)) + (y-b m (y))
m
where

E

2

U"(A)/2

(0,y-b(y)); let us divide both sides of the equation by

UM(y-b m (y)) to get
Um(y-bm(y))
UM(y-b(y))
m

2
– (y-b m (y)) - (y-b(y)) U''(A)/2 U'(y-b(y))
U"(A)

> _

2
c /8

U'(A)

1/7(n-1).
Hence, by equation (**), b'(y)

1, which is the seeked contradic0

tion.

Let us now make a few general assumptions about the kind
of game forms we shall consider.

7.2 Assumptions
a) For every considered auction game form S, E

s

contains

a (non-participation, status quo) bidding policy that gives utility 0
at any instances of the payment functions.
b) In every considered auction game form S, the (possibly random) payment functions

a.

'

)8 .

and the allocation functions

H. are F-measurable.

1

c) In every considered auction (S,E ), a symmetric equim
librium strategy is played. Note that a symmetric equilibrium strategy yields an expected utility not lower than the one attainable
through the status quo policy.
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7.3 Remark
No assumption rules out the following complex auction
game form:

-

bidding policies are pairs (E,w)

*

E tt x(c,d);

if all bidders tell the same environment, the optimal
auction in this environment is conducted; otherwise, the auctioneer
keeps the object.
Obviously, this auction game form brings at least as much
revenue to the auctioneer as any other auction game form, in any
environment. Interestingly, the next theorem says that it can almost
simulate an (FP) auction game form with reserve price of 0, when
bidders are extremely risk averse.

7.4 Theorem: Given assumptions a,b and c,the first-price sealed-bid
FP
FP
– 1 (reserve
+...+ H
n
1
*
price of 0), is weakly robust with respect to ft .
auction game form , where Z

PROOF:

See appendix.

FP

–

[c,d]

and H

q

In other words, any auction game form that cannot come
arbitrarily close to mimic the first-price sealed-bid auction game
form must give the auctioneer less expected income in some environment where bidders have independent identically distributed private
valuations and are extremely risk-averse. Hence, an auctioneer should
prefer a first-price sealed-bid auction when she only knows that bidders have independent private values and are risk-averse to a very
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high but unprecise degree.

7

This statement should enrich the current

theory of optimal auctions with risk averse bidders (Maskin and Riley
(1984)), where unfamiliar and complicated allocation mechanisms are
often built up and proposed. We hope it helps explaining better why
first-price sealed-bid auctions are used and supports the relevance
of our notion of robustness.
It is finally our important task to examine the robustness of the open ascending auction game form, which is the most
popular of all standard auction game forms.

8. Robustness of the open ascendin g -bid auction game form

The robustness of the open ascending-bid auction game
form is hard to prove because of the size of (A)'s policies space. In
the previous sections we established robustness using a symmetric
equilibrium strategy

as

the desired injective function between bid-

ding policies spaces. This approach worked out due to an obvious oneto-one application between the message space (an interval in R) and
the bidding policies

space

(the same interval in R) of the considered

sealed-bid auction game form. The set of bidding policies we are now
7

To prove the weak robustness of the first-price sealed-bid
auction game form, as well as the robustness of the second-price
sealed-bid auction game form, we used symmetric equilibrium strategies as the needed function w between policy spaces. Hence, an
alternative allocation mechanism S simulates (FP) or (SP) through
effectively relevant and chosen policies. It is therefore totally
meaningful to say that the alternative S is unnecessaril y complex.
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confronted with is much richer than an interval of real numbers.
However, we want to construct the function w as we did before. So we
should now look for a family

k

of environments such that the

symmetric equilibrium strategy k:

M

x ®* EA for the open ascending-

bid auction be bijective. Since (A) can mimic (SP), the environments
in

should be much alike the environment E of section 6. We shall

h

now check these ideas carefully.

8.1

Let

n be the smallest set of functions

Id

that can define

all the bidding policies complying with the consistency axiom of 2.4.
Then consider a family

h

of environments such that each object

[(x 1 xn ),w), where (x1,...,xn) E [c,d)

n

, 0

c < d, and w belongs

to 0, can be associated with a distinct environment E
R,

(x1,...,xn),w

in

described as follows:
i) All environments E

nals 0

(x

1.

.... x ),w
n

(

have the same set of sig-

[c,d) , 0  c < d.

ii) Each environment E
tion function F

x ),w
n

xl

xn)

[x i .....

)w

(

on [c,d)

n

has a specific distribu-

. This distribution is atomless

and strictly increasing;
iii) The bidders' valuation function v:{1
environment E

(x

...,x ),w
1,
n

iv) In every E

(xl

n) x ®n -. R in

is precisely the function w(•).
x ) w
n

finally, the utility function U

is the same; it is increasing, strictly concave and normalized so
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that U(0) – 0 (A wealth of 0 being interpreted as the "status quo").
In order to show that the (A) auction game form is robust
with respect to R, we shall make some assumptions concerning the
alternative allocation mechanisms it shall be compared with.

8.2 Assumptions
a) In every alternative auction game form S, E

s

contains

a (non-participation, status quo) bidding policy that gives utility 0
at any instances of the payment functions.
b) For every considered auction game form S, the (possibly random) payment functions as fis and the allocation functions N
i
,
are F-measurable.
c) In every considered auction (S,E), E

E R, a symmetric

equilibrium strategy is played. Note that a symmetric equilibrium
strategy yields an expected utility not lower than the one attainable
through the status quo policy.

8.3 Theorem: Assuming a,b and c, the open ascending-bid auction game
form (A) is robust with respect to A, provided [M 1 ,M 2 )
H

A
A
+...+ H – 1.
1

PROOF:
Consider an auction game form S such that
P
for all E

E

A

e R. In particular,

S,E

P

E A (A),E

[c,d) and
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PE A S,E
t
*

*

for all E E R , where
t

all the environments E

h

a P
t

E

A
c

(A),E

t

is the smallest subfamily of R containing

(x1,...,xn),w

Now note that the symmetric increasing equilibrium strategyinthegame(A,E)choosesabiddingpolicyb , (.) such that, if
c  x

n

<...< x

b i (a)

x

) when a < w (x
x )
1 n" n

w (x. ...,x.,x ) when w(x ..... x )< a < w (x
x
1
n
1 n
n
1 n-l''''' n-l'xn)

w (x. x
.... x ) when w (x x x x
1
i ' x3 '4x .
n
1 3' 3' 3' 4

x ) < a,
n

where w( . ) is the valuation function in environment E (see Milgrom
*
and Weber (1982)). Let k: M x [c,d]

A
E denote this equilibrium

strategy,i.e.); the function k is well defined and
bijective by construction.
At this point, one can build up an injective function
*

cp: R

x [c,d]

s
E , where co(E L ,•) is constructed as in the proof of

theorem 6.3. Therefore, it can be seen that S simulates (A) through
co

0

k

-1

.

0

This theorem completes our investigation of the robustness of the open ascending-bid auction game form. As in the previous
two sections,however, we had to go again through some tedious mathematics. We shall propose below some mathematical tools that might
sharpen the concepts of simpleness and robustness, thereby making
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their application more straightforward.

9. Translation of simpleness and robustness in the language of
Categories
In a pathbreaking paper, Sonnenschein (1974) presented a
characterization of the price mechanism using a category theory viewpoint. His axioms, he says, are "categorical" in the sense that they
"precisely define the class of mechanisms equivalent to the competitive mechanism."
In this section, we suggest that category theory could be
used as well for classifying auction game forms. In fact, this theory
enters the scene in a natural fashion, thanks to the concepts of
simpleness and robustness we have developed.

9.1

8

A categor y9 is a class C of objects such that
i) for every pair of objects R, S of C there is a set

8

The reader might have found also that our notion of simpleness
had a flavor similar to the concept of "elementary equivalence" of
model theory (see Mendelson (1979)). In this respect, we believe our
classification of auction game forms according to their simpleness
definitely recalls the celebrated Lowenheim-Skolem-Tarski theorems of
mathematical logic. This analogy needs clarification, however.
9

The basic material on category theory we now present comes from
a fairly accessible and suggestive textbook by Blyth (1986). Sometimes also we consulted Maclane's (1971) book to get a more exhaustive view of the theory from one of its founders.
To the reader who would be looking for a good overview of
category theory and its scope, we recommend chapter CI of Dieudonne
(1982).
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Mor c (R,S) called the set of morphisms from R to S, with Mor c (R,S) and
Morc (R . ,S') disjoint unless R - R' and S

S';

ii) for any three objects R, S, T of C there is a mapping
Mor c (R,S) x Mor c (S,T)
described by (g,f)

Morc(R,T),

fog, with the following properties:

for every object R there is a morphism id
which is a right identity under
left identity under
o is

o

o

R

E

Mor (R R)
C
'

for the elements of Mor c (R,S) and a

for the elements of Morc(S,R);

associative in the sense that when the composites

ho(gof) and (hog)of are defined, they are equal.

9.2

This definition shows that a category can be defined

essentially by specifying three things: 1) the

class

of objects,

2) the sets of morphisms, and 3) how to compose morphims.
It is now natural, using our previous notion of simpleness, to define the category of allocation mechanisms K as follows:
i) An object R of this category
R -

is

«Er)n,(Hr
i ;8rc ardi-1

an allocation mechanism
n

ii) the set of morphisms Mor (R S) is the set of injective
K '
applications cp:Er

E

s

such that

3 r
r
H.(o
c ) - e0ga)
W(on)),
n
1 1'
1 '
n
1
r
3 r
r - s,_, (7 1- \r
(gor)) when H.07
/3.07 ...,o )
1 1
1/ '
n
1 l'
n
r
3 r
co(a )) when H.(o
Hr (o r
ce(c,
o r ) - Q1(gorp '
1 1
n
1 1
n

r
o) > 0,
n
o r ) < 1.
n

In other words, Mor (R S) is the set of functions 07(•) under which S
K '
can mimic R.
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iii) The composition of morphisms is the usual composition of
functions.

9.3

We would now like to restate our notion of robustness in

the present context. First we need two more definitions.

9.3.1

An object U of a category C is called an initial object

(or universally repelling) if, for every object X of C, the set
Morc (U,X) is a singleton.

9.3.2

A category C' is a subcategory of a category C if

i) every object of C' is an object of C,
ii) for all objects R, S of C', Mor c ,(R,S) is a subset of Morc(R,S),
iii) the composite of two morphisms in C' is the same as their
composite in C, and
iv) for all object R of C', the identity morphism id R is the same in
C as it is in C'.

9.4

Now let us consider a family it of environments. We shall

say that an auction game form R in K is robust with respect to
is universally repelling in a subcategory K

ft

if R

K that contains every

auction game forms S for which
PA

SE

 PA

RE

for all E in K.
Hence, in the language of categories, robust auction game
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forms are universal elements of subcategories. The construction of
universals occupies a large part of category theory and some powerful
techniques have been devised for this purpose. Given that robust
auction game forms are themselves universal elements, we expect the
theories of categories to provide helpful tools for analyzing the
robustness of auctions or other allocation mechanisms.

10. Conclusion
In this essay, we proposed some new concepts of simpleness and robustness in order to compare different auction game forms
and, by extension, different economic institutions. Roughly, our main
results took the following form: if, on a given class of environments, an arbitrary game form S always gives more expected income to
the auctioneer than a standard auction game form R, then S must, in
some sense, be able to replicate (therefore, be more complicated
"zhan) R.
We ultimately pointed out that our notions of simple-ness
and robustness could be naturally rephrased in the language of
category theory. Thus we indicated a whole new body of mathematical
tools that, we hope, will be at least as relevant to mechanism design
as differential topology is to price theory.
A next step from the present paper would be to use our
concepts of simpleness and robustness in comparing other economic
institutions. We are particularly sanguine about analyzing accounting
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systems. Comparisons and choices of accounting rules have to be made
usually on the basis of language complexity and the adequate degree
of data aggregation; this reminds us strongly of our comparisons of
bidding policy spaces in terms of simpleness and robustness. It seems
plausible to us that, in a world evolving stochastically and so
rapidly, many accounting rules actually exist or should be implemented, not because they maximize an objective in a hypotheticallyfixed environment, but because any other procedure performing as well
on the whole spectrum of possible environments must be needlessly
more complex.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER II
Proof of theorem 7.4.

Consider an auction game form S such that
P
for all E

*

E it .

P

E A S,E

E A FP,E

In particular,

(*)

P

m

A

S,E

 P

m A FP,E

m

for all E. Since the distribution F does not change throughout the
m
sequence of environments E,
we shall drop the subscript m of the
m
expectation operator.
Let

be a symmetric equilibrium strategy in the game
m

ci

(S,E ). Now, by inequality (*), the Monotone Convergence Theorem and
m
lemma 7.1.1, we have
n! lira inf

ra

P
i-1

i
(X 1 )
am (Xn ))fi(am

[0(a m (X
i
l)

(1-HZ(am (X1 ) ..... am (Xn )))a i (am (X 1 )

**)

> n! P X

1

I

using symmetry. We shall take the

a

m

am(Xn)) +

(X ))] I
(Xl>...>Xn)
n

(X >...>1 )
1
n
c,

's as the desired function q) 's.
m
m

i) We claim that
limm P asi(cm(X1),...,om(Xn))I...si
(11

(am(X1),...,om(Xn))<1)

O'

Define the sets
01 – ((x
m
2
0 – ((x
where

e

>

. .,x ) E (c,d)
n
I ...

.. x ) E [cdi
n

0. Suppose there is an

n
n

s

m(xl ),...,a (x ))
m n
i

I a. (a

I

f

>

s
1-1. 6a (x,),...,a m (x n )) <
m
such that

f)
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2
1
lim supm
P 0 n a > 0 when e - e*. Then
m
m
2
1
lim supm
P 0 n 0 > 0 at all 0 < e < c * . Now,
m
m
lim inf

m

+
am(Xn)) U m (X i - fi(am(X1),...,am(Xn)))
i

P [1-1(a (X )
1 m 1
(1 - H:(a m (X 1 )
 lim inf

m

am(Xn))) U m (-al(am (X 1 ) ..... am(Xn)))]

[(1-e)Um(d) + eU m (-01 P 0

2
1
n 0 + 2 U (d)
m
m
m

< 0
when c is small enough, by definition of the environments E's. This
m
contradicts assumption c. Therefore,
2
1
lim P 0 n 0 - 0 for all c > 0.
m
m
m
1
Let 0
n Om2
mc10 O m
- ((x

1

... x )1
. n

a i (o m (x 1 ),...,a m (xn )I ( 0, 0 , x
2.‘ 111

Clearly now, lim

m

P O

m

lim P n
lira lira
- lim lim

m

P 0

1
1

n n
n n

2
2

a (x
1 1 ..... m

<i) >

0).

by the Monotone Convergence Theorem,
by the Iterated Limit
Theorem (Bartle, p. 133)

- 0,
and this proves our claim.
Similarly, we show that plim H.(a (x ),...0, (x ))
m n
m 1
FP
H, (x,
x ).
n
1.

ii)

Define the sets
1
xn)E[c,e11/37(am(x0,...,am(xn))-xi >e)
- ((x
m
1
2
a (x )) > el
rm - ((x1,...,xn) E [c,d) 11 1 H7(a m (x l )
m n
r

2
1
such that lim sup P r n r > 0
m
m
m
*
2
n r > 0 at all 0 < e < c . Now

where c > 0. Suppose there is an e
when c lira

inf

m

c

*

.

Then, lim sup ra P

rM

*

M

P [e(a (X ) ... a (X ))U (X-e(a (X ) ... cy m (X n ))) +
m i lml
mn
iml
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(1 - 1-1(a m(X1 ) ..... a m(Xn )))U m (-a!(a

5

lim

1
1
2
inf EU (-OP r n r +
m m
m
m

1

m

(X 1 ),...,a

m

(X n)))

2 U (d) < 0
m
1
This contradicts assumption c.Therefore, lim P r n r 2 - 0 for all
m
m
m

e

> 0. Let

rm

((x

1 xn

)E[c,d]n1

(e(a
1 m ( x1 ),

..,a (x ))-x.)I( s
>0)
m n
H.(a (x ),...,a (x ))>0)
m1
mn
- u
r 1 n rm2 .
(10 m
1
Clearly now, lim P r
lim lim P
n r m2 by the Monotone Converm
m
m
m
gence Theorem,
l
2
- lim lim P r n r by the Iterated Limit
m
Theorem,
'

- 0.
Suppose lim sup ra P (HZ(am(x1),...,am(xn)) > 0; xl>...>xn)>0

n Then,

for some i - 2,
0

PHS(a (X ),...)(fls(am(X1),...)-X,)I,, >...>
i-1 1 m 1
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P

1-1

Hs p! I

i 1
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1
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- P H I
1 X1
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1
n
> P (.
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1-1 i m 1 '
1 (X >...›X )
m 1 '
1
n
for infinitely many m's, contradicting inequality (**). Therefore,
limn P (Hi(am(x1),..•,am(xn)) - 0; x l >...>xn ) - 1 for i - 2 ..... n.
It remains to show that
limn P (H

s
(a (x ) .....
lml

(x )) < 1; x l >...>x ) - 0.
mn
n

a

Suppose lim sup ra P (01(am(x1),...,am(xn)) <
some

e

positive. Then,

1-E;

x l>...>x n ) > 0 for
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lira infra P Hs(a m(Xl ),...,o m (X))Ps(a
n1 m (XI )
l
lira infra PX
< P X

1 I

1 -

1-(;X > .>Xn)
1

am(Xn))I(X >...›X )
1
n

+ P H
I s
I X 1 (H <1-E;X >...›X )
"
1
n

1 I (Xl>...>Xn)

contradicting again inequality (**). Hence,
lim

m

s
P (H (a (x ),.. ,a (x )) - 1; x >...>x ) - 1. Our claim (ii) is
lml
' mn
I
n

now proven.
iii)
plim

m

e(a

Thirdly, we claim that
m

(x )
1

P X I
1 (X >...›X )
1
n
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1 m 1
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by the above

P X I
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n
by inequality (**).
iv)

Finally, we affirm that the sequence of a 's is quasim

injective.
1
1
Take two sequences x , x 2 in (c,d), x < x2
m m
m'
2
1
a(x ) but x2 - x > c > 0 for infinitely many m's.
m
m

such that

Suppose bidder l's valuation in environment m is x

1
. By
m

the previous results,
lira inf
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1 m m
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This contradicts assumption c.

q
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